5S rRNA is a leadzyme. A molecular basis for lead toxicity.
This paper reports that the D-loop sequence of cellular mammalian ribosomal 5S RNAs is a natural leadzyme that specifically binds and cleaves in trans other RNA molecules in the presence of lead. The D-loops of these 5S rRNAs are similar in sequence to the active site of the leadzyme derived from tRNA(Phe), which cleaves a single bond in cis. We have devised a 12 nt model substrate based on the leadzyme sequence cleaved in trans by a 12 nt RNA molecule containing of the D-loop sequence. The model reaction occurs only at the appropriate concentration of lead and enzyme/substrate stoichiometry. The native 5S rRNA carries the same cleavage activity, although with different optimal lead concentration and stoichiometry. On the other hand, the isolated D-loop does not serve as a substrate when incubated with an RNA molecule with the potential to base pair with it and form the same internal loop (the bubble) present in the leadzyme-substrate complex. We show that the leadzyme cuts C-G, but not G-G or U-G linkages. The 5S rRNA leadzyme appears to have the shortest asymmetric pentanucleotide purine-rich loop flanked by two short double stranded RNAs. The leadzyme activity of native 5S rRNA may be an important aspect of lead toxicity in living cells. Because the leadzyme motif has been found in natural RNA species, its activity can be expressed in vivo even at a very low lead concentrations, of lead leading to the inactivation of other cellular RNAs. This might be one of the ways in which lead poisoning manifests itself at the molecular level. Lead toxicity is based not only on its binding to calcium and zinc binding proteins (such as Zn-fingers) and random hydrolysis of nucleic acids, but also, and most importantly, on the induction of the hydrolytic properties of RNA (RNA catalysis).